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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Problems of Turbulence
It has often been remarked that turbulence is a subject of great scientific
and technological importance, and yet one of the least understood (e.g.
McComb 1990). To an outsider this may seem strange, since the basic
physical laws of fluid mechanics are well established, an excellent mathematical model is available in the Navier-Stokes equations, and the results
of well over a century of increasingly sophisticated experiments are at our
disposal. One major difficulty, of course, is that the governing equations
are nonlinear and little is known about their solutions at high Reynolds
number, even in simple geometries. Even mathematical questions as basic
as existence and uniqueness are unsettled in three spatial dimensions (cf
Temam 1988). A second problem, more important from the physical
viewpoint, is that experiments and the available mathematical evidence all
indicate that turbulence involves the interaction of many degrees of freedom over broad ranges of spatial and temporal scales.
One of the problems of turbulence is to derive this complex picture from
the simple laws of mass and momentum balance enshrined in the NavierStokes equations. It was to this that Ruelle & Takens (1971) contributed
with their suggestion that turbulence might be a manifestation in physical
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space of a strange attractor in phase space. Since 1971 we have witnessed
great advances in dynamical-systems theory and manyapplications of it
to fluid mechanics, with, alas, mixed results in turbulence--despite the
attractive notion of using deterministic chaos in resolving the apparent
paradox of a deterministic model(Navier-Stokes) that exhibits apparently
random solutions. This is due not solely to the technical difficulties
involved: Proof of global existence and a finite-dimensional strange attractor for the 3-D equations in a general setting wouldbe a great mathematical
achievement, but wouldprobably be of little help to specific problemsin,
say, turbomachinery. For a start, rigorous estimates of attractor dimension
(T6man1988) indicate that any dynamical system which captures all
the relevant spatial scales will be of enormousdimension. Advancesin such
areas will most probably nccessitate a dramatic reduction in complexity
by the removal of inessential degrees of freedom.
The first real evidence that this reduction in complexitymight be possible
for fully developed turbulent flows came with the experimental discovery
of coherent structures around the outbreak of the second world war,
documented by J. T. C. Liu (1988). The existence of these structures
was probably first articulated by Liepmann(1952), and was thoroughly
exploited by Townsend(1956). Extensive experimental investigation did
not take place until after 1970, however (see Lumley 1989). Coherent
structures are organized spatial features which repeatedly appear (often in
flows dominatedby local shear) and undergo a characteristic temporal life
cycle. The proper orthogonal decomposition, which forms the subject of
this review, offers a rational methodfor the extraction of such features.
Before we begin our discussion of it, a few more general observations on
turbulence studies are appropriate.
Simulations,
Analysis,
and Understanding
1.2 Experiments,
In analytical studies of turbulence, two grand currents are clear: statistical
and deterministic. The former originates in the work of Reynolds (1894).
Thelatter is harder to pin down;linear stability theory is felt to havelittle
to do with turbulence. Nonlinear stability, however, and such things as
amplitude equations, definitely are relevant, so perhaps L. D. Landau
and J. T. Stuart should be credited with the beginnings of an analytical
nonstatistical approach. Lorenz’ work was certainly seminal. Over the past
twenty years a third stream has emerged and grown to a torrent which
threatens to carry everything in its path: computational fluid dynamics.
Both analytical approaches have drawbacks. Statistical methods, involving averaged quantities, immediately encounter closure problems (Monin
& Yaglom 1987), the resolution of which, even in sophisticated renormalization group theories (cf McComb
1990) usually requires use
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empirical data (Tennekes & Lumley1972). Nonetheless, they are intended
for and are used for fully developed turbulence. Analytical methodshave
so far been unable to deal with the interaction of more than a few unstable
modes, usually in a weaklynonlinear context, and thus have been restricted
to studies of transition or pre-turbulence. Most of the dynamical systems
studies have been limited to this area. Computational fluid dynamics
bypasses the shortcomings of these methodsby offering direct simulation
of the Navier-Stokes equations. However,unlike analysis, in which logical
deductions lead stepwise to an answer, simulation provides little understanding of the solutions it produces. It is more akin to an experimental
method, and no less valuable (or less confusing) for the immensequantity
of data it produces, especially at high spatial resolution.
Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), while lacking the broad sweep
of the approaches mentioned above, nonetheless has something to offer
all three of these. 1. It is statistically based--extracting data from experiments and simulations. 2. Its analytical foundations supply a clear understanding of its capabilities and limitations. 3. It permits the extraction,
from a turbulent field, of spatial and temporal structures judged essential
according to predetermined criteria and it provides a rigorous mathematical frameworkfor their description. As such, it offers not only a tool
for the analysis and synthesis of data from experiment or simulation,
but also for the construction, from the Navier-Stokes equations, of lowdimensional dynamicalmodels for the interaction of these essential structures. Thus, comingfull circle, we have a statistical technique that contributes to deterministic dynamicalanalysis.
In Sections 3 and 4 we review applications of the proper orthogonal
decomposition,after developing its key features in Section 2. The latter is
necessarily mathematical in style and while space limitations preclude a
complete treatment, we include someof the new and lesser knownresults.
Proofs are omitted; see Berkooz(1991b, Chapter 2) for details. Section
explores relations to some other techniques used in turbulence studies
and Section 6 contains a concluding discussion. The remainder of this
introductory section contains an historical survey.

1.3

The Proper Orthoyonal Decomposition

The proper orthogonal decomposition is a procedure for extracting a basis
for a modal decomposition from an ensembleof signals. Its power lies in
the mathematicalproperties that suggest that it is the preferred basis to
use in many circumstances. The PODwas introduced in the context of
turbulence by Lumley(1967, cf 1981). In other disciplines the same procedure goes by the names Karhunen-Lo~ve decomposition or principal
componentsanalysis and it seems to have been independently rediscovered
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several times, cf Sirovich (1987). According to Lumley, quoting A.
Yaglom(personal communication), the PODwas suggcsted independently
by several scientists, e.g. Kosambi(1943), Lo6ve(1945), Karhunen(1946),
Pougachev (1953), and Obukhov (1954). For use of the PODin other
disciplines see: Papoulis (1965)--random variables; Rosenfeld & Kak
(1982)--image processing; Algazi & Sakrison (1969)--signal analysis;
Andrews et al (1967)--data compression; Preisendorfer (1988)--oceanography; and Gay & Ray (1986, 1988)--process identification and control
in chemical engineering. Introductory discussions of the method in the
context of fluid mechanical problems can also be found in Sirovich (1987,
1989, 1990) and Holmes(1990).
Theattractiveness of the PODlies in the fact that it is a linear procedure.
The mathematicaltheory behind it is the spectral theory of compact, selfadjoint operators. This robustness makesit a safe havenin the intimidating
world of nonlinearity; although this may not do the physical violence of
linearization methods, the linear nature of the PODis the source of its
limitations, as will emerge from what follows. Howcvcr,it should be made
clear that the PODmakes no assumptions about the linearity of the
problem to which it is applied. In this respect it is as blind as Fourier
analysis, and as general.

2.
FUNDAMENTALS
OF THE
ORTHOGONAL
DECOMPOSITION
2.1

The Eigenvalue

PROPER

Problem

For simplicity we introduce the proper orthogonal decomposition in the
context of scalar fields: (complex-valued)functions defined on a interval
f~ of the real line. The interval might be the width of the flow, or the
computational domain. Werestrict ourselves to the space of functions
whichare square integrable (or, in physical terms, fields with finite kinetic
energy) on this interval. Weneed an inner product (f, 9) ~nf(x)9*(x)dx,
and a normIlfll = (f, f)~/2. Westart with an ensembleof realizations of
the function u(x), and ask which single (deterministic) function is most
similar to the membersof u(x) on average? Weneed an averaging operation
(), which may be a time, space, ensemble, or phase average. Wesuppose
that the probabilistic structure of the ensemble is such that the average
and limiting operations can be interchanged (cf Lumley1971). Mathematically, the notion of "most similar" corresponds to seeking a function 4~
such that
max(l(u, ~)12)/(ff, ~O)= (l(u, ~b)l z)/(tk,

(2.1)
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The classical example is incompressibility. If R(x,x’)is formed from realizations of divergence-free vector fields u, then the eigenfunctions {&] are
also divergence-free.

2.3 Optimality
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Suppose we have a signal u(x, t ) and a decomposition with respect to an
(arbitrary) orthonormal basis {I)i}:
U(X,

t ) = Zibi(t)$i(x).

(2.6)

If the {I)i} have been nondimensionalized and normalized to give
(t+bi, I)j> = a,, then the coefficients bi carry the dimension of the quantity
u. If u(x,t ) is a velocity, the average kinetic energy per unit mass over the
experiment is given by

jn

(uu*)dx = Zi(bibr).

Hence, we may say that (b,b,*) represents the average kinetic energy in
the i-th mode. The following proposition establishes what is called the
optimality of the POD or Karhunen-Lo&e decomposition.

Proposition 2.3 Let u(x, t) be an ensemble member square integrable on
s1 for almost every t and { & A l } be the POD orthonormal basis set with
associated eigenvalues. Let
4x9

4

= %m4,(x)

(2.8)

be the decomposition with respect to this basis, where equality is almost
everywhere. Let {I),]be an arbitrary orthonormal set such that

4x9 t ) = W ( t ) I ) , ( X ) .

(2.9)

Then the following hold:
1. (a,(t)a:(t)) = 8,,l.,, i.e. the POD coeflcients are uncorrelated.
2. For every n we have Ey(a,(t)a,*(t))= ZyA, 1 Ey(b,(t)bP(t)).

This proposition is the basis for the claim that the POD or KarhunenL o h e decomposition is optimal for modeling or reconstructing a signal
u(x, t). It implies that, among all linear decompositions, this is the most
efficient, in the sense that, for a given number of modes the projection on
the subspace used for modeling will contain the most kinetic energy possible
in an average sense. In addition, the time series of the coefficients a,(t)are
uncorrelated.
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2.4 Symmetries and Homogeneity
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We start by describing a particular kind of symmetry. We say that the
two-point correlation R(x,x’) is homogeneous or translation invariant if
R(x,x’) = r(x-x’), Le. R depends only on the difference of the two
coordinates. In general, homogeneity of a system is defined through multipoint moments, but we only need second-order moments here. Assuming
Q is bounded and u is periodic, we may develop r in a Fourier series,

r(x- x’)

=q

e W x - x ’ )

(2.10)

One can then solve the eigenvalue problem via the unique representation
R(x, x’)

= y e 2 n m x e - 2nm.q’

(2.1 1)

which implies that the e2n‘nxare exactly the eigenfunctions with eigenvalues
C,. Conversely, if the eigcnfunctions are Fourier modes we can write (2.1 1)
which implies (2.10). In summary, we can state
Proposition 2.4 R ( x ,x’) = r(x - x‘) if and only
are Fourier modes.

if the eigenfunctions of R

This observation is especially useful in systems where the domain Q is of
higher dimension. For example, if Q is 2-D, then we have

R ( x , x’) = R ( x , y , x’,v’),

(2.12)

and if the x-direction is homogeneous, the problem of finding eigenfunctions in a 2-D domain is decoupled into a set of 1-D problems by
writing

R

=

R (X -x’,y , y’)

(2.13)

and performing the same procedure as above, yielding a I-D eigenvalue
problem for every Fourier wavenumber. Examples of such applications
can be found in Herzog (1986), Moin & Moser (1989); also see Lumley
(1971). The observations above can be generalized to other cases where
part of the domain has a more general symmetry group structure, see
Berkooz & Titi (1992).
Unfortunately, in the context of coherent structures in the turbulent
boundary layer, the above observation leads to Fourier structures which
are, of course, not localized in all space directions, unlike the events
observed. In an attempt to avoid this, and reintroduce locality, it is necessary to introduce phase relationships among the Fourier modes. In the
following treatment, we adapt Lumley’s application of the shot-noise
decomposition (Rice 1944; Lumley 1971, 1981). Imagine a building block,
which is the basic coherent structure, and a process that sprinkles the units
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randomlyon the real line. (See Figure 1.) If f(x) is the building block,
with 0 as a reference point, in order to movethe structure so that its
reference point is at y we perform the convolution
u(x) = f 6({ -y)f(x-

{)d{,

(2.14)
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where6(ff) is the Dirac delta function (working in the space of generalized
functions or distributions). This promptsus to the following:
Definition 2.1 A convolution of the type

u(x, t) fgt(g)f(x-

~) d{,

(2.15)

where gt({) is a randomprocess in the space of generalized functions, will
be called a shot-noise decompositionof u(x, t).
The goal is to reconstruct f from statistics of the system. To develop
intuition for Definition 2.1, assume for simplicity that both f and u have
an upper bound on frequencies in their Fourier decompositions, and that
they are periodic. Then g need not be a generalized function, and the
Fourier transform ofg will be well-defined. If u, {], and f are the Fourier
transforms of u, g, and f respectively, then clearly u = Of. Wesee that, in
general, a shot-noise decomposition is always possible, and that moreover

1.0 t/T

1.0

Figure 1 (Top) The basic building block and its autocorrelation.
random sprinkling with Gaussian amplitudes.

t/T

(Bottom) The result of
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it is far from unique; one also has freedom in choosingf and g. To remove
the ambiguity in the decomposition, and to formalize the notion that
9 "randomly" sprinkles f’s, we make the following assumption on the
process g.
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Assumption2.1 Leg g be uncorrelated in nonoverlapping intervals,
(g(~)g(~’)) = 6(~-

i.e.

This assumption removes part of the ambiguity of the decomposition, as
follows:
Proposition 2.5 If R is the Fourier transform of the two-point velocity
correlation for a homogeneous
process, then F{ = Ill 2.
Wesee that Assumption2.1 prescribes the power spectrum of the building block; the phase angles are yet to be determined. Before we discuss the
retrieval of the phase information, we will examinesomephysical aspects
of the shot-noise decomposition with the above assumption. It seems that
this approach formalizes rather well the stochastic sprinkling of structures
in physical space. An extension of this formalism to include stochastic
sprinkling in time is also possible, the assumption being extended to noncorrelatedness in time as well as in physical space. The structure of the
building block in time corresponds to the life cycle, or evolution, of the
coherent structure. The assumptions of noncorrelatedness in physical
space and in time are, of course, simplistic approximations; coherent
structures cannot be too close to each other, in either space or time, and
hence there must be a short-range correlation of g. In addition, adjacent
coherent structures affect each other dynamically, and hence g must be
statistically dependentat different places and times, even if uncorrelated.
In addition, the assumption of a single building block mayalso be restrictive, since we mayexpect to meet morethan one form of coherent structure.
In multiple dimensions, we should include the possibility that the building
blocks will occur with different orientations. Someof these deficiencies
will comeback to haunt us whenwe try to retrieve the. phase information
forf
A rational procedure was suggested by Lumley (1971, 1981) to obtain
the phase information from the bi-spectrum (Brillinger & Rosenblatt 1967,
Lii et al 1976). Ourgoal is to find the phase angle of the Fourier coefficients
off. Wealready have the moduli. Wewant to find 0(~) such that
f = F~ 1/2e2~i°(~),

Considerthe triple correlation:

(2.16)
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{u(x)u(x+rOu(x+rz))=ffff(x-~)f(x+r~--~’)
x f(x + r2 - ~")(g(~)g(~’)g(~"))d~d~’d~".

(2.17)
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Wenow extend the assumption on g and require that it be triply uncorrelated on nonoverlappingintervals, thus obtaining for the right hand side

If(x)f(x

+ r~)f(x + r2)dx.

(2.18)

If we designate the triple correlation in (2.17) by B(r~, r2) and its Fourier
transform by B(x ~, x2), we obtain

B(~c~,~2)= R~/~(K~)R
~/~(K2)R
~/2(~
× exp {27~i[0(x~) 00c2)-- OO
, + x2)]}.

(2.19)

The knownquantities are B(~c~, x2), and Fl(x). As Lumley(1971) observed
(see also Moin & Moser 1989), this problem is, in general, not solvable
exactly, since B(x~, x2) maynot be factorable as the right hand side prescribes. In fact, if our assumption(that 9 is triply uncorrelated) is correct,
B will be so factorable, and not otherwise. There is very little information
on B in turbulence, and none on its factorability. Moin &Moser observe
that this problemis encounteredin other disciplines as well; see Bartlet et
al (1984) and Matsuoka& Ulrych (1984). Lumleysuggested the following
simple solution: reduce 13 to a one-dimensional domain by looking at
B(c, c~), where c is an arbitrary number, and solve the above equation
a finite numberof points. This is not very convincing, however, and it is
exactly at this point that our assumptions on g come back to haunt us.
The lack of an exact general solution to the bi-spectrum equation suggests
that our assumptions may have been too simplistic, either regarding the
existence of a single building block, or regarding the statistical behavior
ofg.
An alternative strategy for representing localized structures in homogeneous directions involves the use of wavelet decompositions (Meyer
1987). While not optimal (see Proposition 2.4), it has recently been shown
that periodic spline wavelets (Perrier &Basdevant 1989, cf Farge 1992)
are not muchless efficient than Fourier modesin capturing kinetic energy
on the average. Morespecifically, Berkoozet al (1991a) showthat, if the
autocorrelation R(x-x’) is reconstructed with average error e using N
Fourier modes, then a wavelet reconstruction with a similar number of
modeswill incur error 3e+c/26", where n is the order of the splines used,
and the constants 6 and c depend on howthe wavelet octaves relate to N.
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There are somerestrictions on this result, and it relies on the rapid decay
in Fourier space of spline wavelets, but it suggests a promising new direction to explore.
Wecan use the PODto examine the ergodicity of a dynamical system.
Physically, if the phase space of the dynamical system is partitioned into
disjoint closed regions, so that a system trajectory starting in one of these
never enters the others, the system is not ergodic. Now,if a system has
certain symmetries, these symmetries should appear as symmetries of the
invariant measure. However,starting from a given initial condition, it is
possible that the solution will not explore all the states associated with the
symmetrygroup. If this occurs, we can say that the system is not ergodic.
For example, suppose a 2-D map is invariant under the symmetry(x, y)
(y,x), and has two disjoint attractors lying to either side of the x =
symmetryaxis (and hence individually not invariant under the symmetry).
A typical realization--an orbit of this map--will explore just one attractor, and will not have the symmetryof the full system. The invariant
measure concentrated on the two attractors is not ergodic because of the
disjointedness, and we can see this because of the lack of symmetry. As a
result, if the empirical eigenfunctions obtained from a single run of the
experiment (in time) have less symmetrythan the problem as a whole,
conclude that the system is not ergodic. Note that it is also possible for
there to be two disjoint attractors, each of whichdisplays the full symmetry,
and hence there maybe no telltale lack of symmetryto point to the lack
of ergodicity. Moreformally, we have:
Prol~osition 2.6 Let S be a stationary ensemble of realizations, and m be
the incariant measureassociated with it. Let G be a linear symmetrygroup
for S. Then a necessary condition for m to be ergodic is that, for almost
every realization, each of the finite-dimensional eigenspaces corresponding
to a git~en eigenvalue (which results from the time averages of that
experiment) is invariant under G.
The way one would go about checking this condition in an experiment
would be:
1. Perform the experiment and measure R(x, x’).
2. Obtain the {qSi} from R(x,x’).
3. Checkthat every qS~satisfies the symmetrycondition.
(Here, for simplicity, we consider a system with distinct eigenvalues.)
Recently Aubry et al (1991b) performed numerical integrations of the
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation and computed the PODbasis. By using
the results aboveand the calculations cited, they concludethat for certain
values of the bifurcation parameter, the systemis not ergodic. Onthe other
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hand, if one wants to assume that the system is ergodic, one mayuse the
symmetries of the system to increase the size of the ensemble. This
approach has been advocated by Sirovich (1987) and applied in many
studies (e.g. Sirovich & Park 1990). However, one should be cautious,
as there are examples (Berkooz 1990b) where the partition into ergodic
componentsis finer than the partition into symmetric components;in this
case the image of the basis obtained by one experiment under a symmetry
group will not produce the basis obtained by the ensemble average
measure. See Berkooz&Titi (1992) for further discussion of this point.
Caution is particularly warranted in cases of small systems or special
geometries. For example, in a square Rayleigh-B6nard cell there is a
possibility that a preferred rotation direction of the single roll maybe
chosen at random at the ime of onset and may never change throughout
the life of the system. This indicates that there are at least twodistinct and
disjoint parts for the support of the invariant measure, each associated
with a rotation direction, much as in the simple map example. Similar
phenomenaevidently can occur in the minimal flow unit of Jimenez &
Moin (1991). The additional symmetryimposed on the ensemble of flows
by artificial addition of images of flows under symmetrygroup elements,
as advocated by Sirovich (1987), maytherefore obscure the true nature
a particular system.
2.5

The Nature of Attractors

Wefirst describe a geometrical consequenceof the phase space description
of asymptotic behavior afforded by the POD.In particular, we can give a
probabilistic-geometric interpretation of the location of dynamicsin phase
space using Chebyshev’sinequality. This generalizes the result in Foias et
al (1990), whoessentially reproduced the proof of Chebyshev’sinequality
in a specific case. Aubryet al (1991b) independently observed that the type
of picture described in Foias et al (1990) is due to Chebyshev’sinequality.
Wewill sketch the proof here, because it is geometrically instructive.
First, recall Chebyshev’sinequality.
Theorem 2.1 Let X be a vector-valued random variable with zero mean
andvariance 0-2 = <lXl:>.Then for any ~ > 0

2P{IXI
_>~}_<,rz/~

(2.20)

whereP{ ¯ } is the probability of that event.
Now, denote by X. the vector-valued randomvariable
X. = {a,,+~,a,,+2 .... ,a~}

(2.21)
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the X, have zero mean and variance ~ = 2,+

=
Then Chebyshev’sinequality yives
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2.
P{IX,I ~ e} ~ ~.2=,+JL./e

(2.22)

In the space of functions u, square integrable on ~, the coefficients a, may
be regarded as coordinates. The space spanned by {4~, ..... ~b,} may
be thought of as a surface in the function space, with associated coordinates
{a~ ..... an}. Containingthis surface, and extendinge on each side of it, is
a slab of thickness 2g, defined by IX,[ < g. The inequality (2.22) tells
howlikely it is to be outside that slab. Inequality (2.22) is useless for fixed
mand e --+ 0. The way to extract something useful is to take a sequence
g~ + 0 such that
Z~_,L,,/g~ --+ 0,

(2.23)

In other words, the ~,, ~ire chosen so that their squares go to zero slower
than the decay of the norms of the residual modes. This will give a series
of slabs with thickness going to zero, while the probability of the solutions
being in those slabs goes to one.
The problemis nowshifted to computingthe rate of decay of the residual
energy ~.~=,+ ~2m.There is analytical evidence that suggests that whenthe
PODbasis is used for turbulent flows, this residual decays at least exponentially fast asymptotically, as we argue later in this section. This enables us
to take a series ~ -~ 0 with a slightly smaller exponent. The result will be
a series of slabs with thickness going exponentially to zero, and the probability of being in that slab going exponentially to one. This gives rise to
a picture in which the attractor is very thin, albeit high or even infinite
dimensional. Thus, the essentials of the dynamics maybe controlled by a
finite number of modes, as the dynamical models discussed in Section 4
suggest.
Weturn now to a related matter. Weshow that if the PODspectrum
decays fast enough(which is the case for systems that interest us), practically all the support of the invariant measure is contained in a compact
set; that is, roughly speaking, all the likely realizations in the ensemblecan
be found in a relatively small set of boundedextent.
Proposition 2.7 Consider a dynamical system whose solutions are continuous and square inteyrable on ~. If 2, = O[exp (--cn)], then for any ~ >
there exists a compactset B~ such that P { B,} > 1 - ~.
This is quite interesting. If one performs a PODdecompositionon a system
about which little is knowna priori, and gets a discrete spectrum that
decays rapidly enough (see also the next section), Proposition 2.7 allows
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UStO conclude that most of the likely realizations can be found in a
compact domain. It is surprising that such fundamental information can
be obtained from such a simple procedure.
Wenext describe a very reasonable situation in which the PODspectrum
is likely to fall off exponentially and thus in which Proposition 2.7 will
hold. "Regularity of solutions" is a mathematical property describing,
essentially, the rate of decay of the tail of the wavenumberspectrum of
instantaneous solutions of a partial differential equation (PDE). It appears
that solutions of manychaotic systems have very high regularity, meaning
that the instantaneous wavenumberspectrum decays rapidly (exponentially in most cases)--see Promislow (1991). Wenote that wavenumber
spectra in fluid turbulence are generally believed to fall off exponentially
(see Tennekes&Lumley1972). Wewill establish here the relation between
regularity results and the POD.Westart by explaining what is meant by
regularity, quote regularity results for the Navier-Stokes equations, and
relate regularity to the eigenvalue spectrum of the POD. These results
appearedin Foias et al (1990), but our treatment differs from theirs in that
we use the optimality property of the PODto establish the connection,
whereas they use the uncorrelatedness of the randomcoefficients. A closer
examination of their proof shows that the estimates obtained from regularity results hold not only for the empirical bases but also for a basis of
eigenfunctions of the Stokes operator or any other basis with similar
orthogonality properties.
Westart with regularity in a simple setting. Let the domainof our flow
be a rectangular box, in which the real velocity field u is periodic and
incompressible. Wehave a representation in terms of Fourier modes:
’x.
U(X, t) ii
52uj(t)e

(2.24)

Weassumethe kinetic energy is finite:
Y~luil2 ---lu12/(2~)3 < oe.

(2.25)
2.
The Stokes operator is simply A = --V Wecan define fractional powers
of A via
A~u= IZujljl 2~eii’x.

(2.26)

Similarly, we can define
exp[zA~]u= Eujexp[z IJl 2~’]efi’x.

(2.27)

If this sum converges, we say that u is Gevreyclass regular. The relation
between Gevrey regularity and the instantaneous turbulent spectrum is as
follows. Wecan define a 3-D spectrum (see Tennekes & Lumley1972)
E(m)= ~’~m <~ tJ[

< m+l lUj[ 2.

(2.28)
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This is the energy in a sphcrical shell. For Gcvrcyclass rcgular fields, we
have
~ > Elujl 2 exp [2rlj[ 2~.] _> EE(m)exp [2rm2~].
(2.29)
Therefore, for Gevreyclass regular velocity fields the instantaneous spectrum decays at least exponentially fast. As wc will see later, the last
expression can be manipulated to obtain the asymptotic rate of decay of the
randomcoefficients, whichare nothing but l ujl 2 in a Fourier representation.
To convince the reader that regularity results are useful, we must do the
following: Define regularity for an arbitrary problem (not necessarily with
periodic boundaryconditions); present regularity results for the NavierStokes equations; and show how regularity results, which are instantaneous information, transform to average information such as a rate of
decay for the PODeigenvalues.
The definition of regularity for an arbitrary domain is based on the
Stokes operator. The only difference is that, instead of developing the
velocity field in terms of Fourier modes, one develops it in terms of
the eigenfunctions of the Stokes operator. These eigenfunctions form a
complete basis. The asymptotics of the eigenvalues of the Stokes operator
are the same for all reasonable domains(Constantin & Foias 1989). Rigorous regularity results for the Navicr-Stokes equations in two dimensions
are given in Foias &Tbmam(1989). For the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations,
to simplify the discussion, we assume that the vorticity is boundedabove
uniformly throughout the flow and in time. This may be a very large
bound, but it nevertheless needs to be assumed. This enables us to bypass
the blowup problem for the Navier-Stokes equations (see Anderson et al
1984). In this case, Foias & Tbmam
(1989) showedthat, after a transient
period, there exists a a such that the solutions u satisfy
[A I/2

exp (aA l/2)u[ < C < oo.

(2.30)

Four remarks are in order. First, someuniform bound for the averages is
essential; as shown in Berkooz (1990b), one can have an ensemble with
all membersexhibiting exponentially decaying tails, yet with an average
spectrum not exponentially decaying. See also Novikov (1963) and Monin
& Yaglom (1987). Second, to get a comparison to the POD, one has
define some order on wavenumberspace. The order we choose is through
wavenumbershells, that is, through the 3-D spectrum. Third, as discussed
in Berkooz(1990b) and Foias et al (1990), regularity results are relevant
only to the far dissipative range of turbulence, or to very high order
empirical eigenfunctions. (See Figure 2.) Fourth, the decay of the tail
the empirical eigen-spectrumwill always be as fast, or faster, than that of
the tail of the spectrum with respect to any other basis, in particular the
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Gevrey
upper bound

Log k
Fi#ure 2 Spectrum of turbulence compared with upper bound for the spectrum from Gevrey
regularity results.

Fourier spectrum.This is a straightforwardconsequenceof the maximality
of energyprinciple for the POD.(See Figure 3.)
Wecan nowstate our mainresults for this section.
Proposition2.8 If a solution u(x, t) in a domainof dimensionn is uniformly
bounded
in time in the normIA~ exp[/~A~]u]then the eigenvaluesin the tail
of the POD
spectrumwill satisfy
/~k= o[k-2~/,, exp(- 2[~kZ~/")].

E

(2.31)

~ POD spectrum
- - - Other (nonoptimal) basis

Figure 3 Typical spectrum of a dissipative system in PODand another basis. Note the
"cross over" which will occur due to the equality in total energy (area under the curves).
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Proposition 2.9 Under the assumptions of the previous proposition, the
empirical eigenfunctions have the same regularity as the solutions.

2.6 ComputationalSchemesand Further Results
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In this section we discuss someadditional points of interest regarding the
POD.
XnEMZTHOD
OFS}qA]~S~OXS
This method was proposed by Sirovich (1987).
It is a numerical procedure whichcan save time in computationof empirical
eigenfunctions. Suppose one is performing a numerical simulation on a
large number of grid points N, the number of ensemble members deemed
adequate for a description of the process is M, and N >> M(the fundamental question of determining Mis not part of Sirovich’s treatment).
In general the eigenfunction computation will becomean N × N problem.
However, this may be reduced to an M × M problem. Berkooz (1991b)
gives an argument for the equivalence of the method of snapshots to
the original formulation of the eigenvalue problem, as well as a linear
independence condition omitted by Sirovich (1987).
DIMENSION
ANDTI-IE CONDITIONAL
PODAn appealing concept is to define
a dimension through the POD. The obvious thing to do is to define a
dimension as the number of nonzero eigenvalues
in the POD
decomposition, as done in Aubry et al (1991a). However, this is merely
the dimension of the smallest linear subspace containing the dynamics,
and has, a priori, nothing to do with the Hausdorff dimension of the
attractor. Even if the latter is finite, the former maynot be so. This is
underlined by the example in Berkooz (1990b) of a system having a limit
cycle, which has Hausdorffdimension1, with an infinite numberof nonzero
PODeigenvalues. Indeed, as Sirovich (1989) realized, this definition
practically useless, and he suggested the following working definition:
"... the number of actual eigenfunctions required so that the captured
energy is at least 90%of the total..., and that no neglected mode, on the
average, contains more than 1%of the energy contained in the principle
eigenthnction mode." The concept of entropy introduced by Aubry et al
(1991a) based on interpreting the PODeigenvalues as probabilities
plagued by the same problem.
In Berkooz (1991b) a connection between the various dimensions
found by using the concept of a conditional POD.Suppose(for simplicity
of explanation) that all the trajectories of a system are confined to
bounded region of phase space. Pick a location in that region, u, and
consider a ball of radius e around it. Consider the PODconditioned on
being in the ball. Nowdefine a local dimension as the smallest numberof
conditional eigenfunctions that will return more than 1-6 of the energy.
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Nowtake the upper limit as ~ goes to zero, and then as fi goes to zero, and
finally take the upper boundas u ranges over the boundedregion of phase
space. This dimension can be shownto lie between the ordinary dimension
and the Hausdorffdimension.Note that it is not obvious that this dimension
should lie below the ordinary dimension; as noted in Berkooz (1990b),
finite dimension of an attractor does not guarantee that there are only a
finite number of energy-containing PODmodes.
ASYMPTOTICS OF THE POD EIGENFUNCTIONS For the sake of completeness
we mention the interesting result of Sirovich & Knight (1985) on the
asymptotic form of the PODeigenfunctions (under certain assumptions).
Foias et al (1990) conclude from the results of Sirovich & Knight (1985)
that the asymptotic form of the PODeigenfunctions is that of Fourier
modes. However, the results of Section 2.2 on the span of the eigenfunctions showthat this cannot be completely general. Take, for example,
an ensembleof realizations which are all constant on part of the domain,
in which case, by Corollary 2.2, the eigenfunctions will also have this
property and so cannot be asymptotically close to Fourier modesin that
region.
THE POD AND TI-IE
PDF IN FUNCTION SPACE We would like to mention
the connection between the PODand the PDFin functional space. The
invariant measurein functional space is an object of great interest; if one
could obtain it explicitly one wouldhave "a solution to turbulence," since
all multi-point (single time) statistics wouldbe available. Fromthis point
of view the PODis seen as the linear change of basis which turns the
coordinates into uncorrelated (although probably dependent) random
variables. As shown by Hopf’s theory of turbulence, the characteristic
functional of the PDFin functional space maybe obtained by multi-point
correlations (Hopf 1957). This leads us to propose a very simple model
for the PDFin functional space: Using the representation
u(x, t) = ~ ak(t)~e(x),

(2.32)

k

we assume that the a~’s are independent and normally distributed with
variance 2~, ak ~ N(0, 2~). While this is consistent with the picture the
PODgives of the flow (the coefficients are uncorrelated and the spectrum
is correct), it clearly implies a strong assumption on the modaldynamics.
Nonetheless, in Section 5 we will see that this modelis closely related to
other statistical approaches that describe coherent motions in turbulence.
3.

POD

IN

DATA

DESCRIPTION

AND ANALYSIS

In this and the following section we survey applications of the POD.As
pointed out in the introduction, we makea distinction betweenapplications
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of the PODto analysis of experimental results and applications of the
PODto data analysis and we have grouped the studies according to
the classes of problemstreated: wall-boundedflows, free shear flows,
convection problems, and mathematicalmodelequations.
3.1 Wall-Bounded Flows
Oneof the earliest applications of the PODwas by Bakewell& Lumley
(1967). Theymeasuredtwo-point correlations of one velocity component
in the wall region of a fully developedturbulent pipe flow, and reconstructed the two-point correlation tensor using incompressibility and
a closure assumption. The flow is approximately homogeneousin the
streamwiseand cross stream directions. Theycomputedonly one eigenfunction (in addition to the mean)with no streamwise variation. They
reconstructed the coherent structure using 0 as a phaserelation for the
homogeneouscross stream direction, and obtained a pair of counterrotating rolls. In this sensetheir workshouldbe consideredas a pioneering
study.
Herzogperformed~acomplete3-D PODanalysis of the wall layer of a
turbulent pipe flow (Herzog 1986). Herzoghad relatively low spatial
resolution but very well convergedstatistics whichenabledhimto compute
three significant eigenfunctions for a substantial range of wavenumber
pairs in the homogeneous
(cross stream and streamwise)directions. This
workwasa majorundertakingand the first full two-pointcorrelation data
set to be measured.In his reconstruction Herzogdid not apply a rational
methodfor the reconstruction of phase angles. Herzogdid measurethe
two-pointcorrelation with time delay but the processedresults are limited
to zero time lag.
Moin& Moser(1989), using the channel-flow data base of Kimet
(1987) obtained by direct numerical simulation of a channel flow, performeda comprehensivePODanalysis. The computationsemployperiodic
boundaryconditions in the spanwise and streamwise directions and the
decompositionuses Fourier modesin these directions, as was done by
Herzog(see Section2.4, above).Although
it is not certain that the statistics
are well converged(less than 200 realizations wereused), the spatial resolution is excellent. Themainthrust of their workwasa systematicapplication of the shot-noise expansion. Moin& Moser(1989) suggest two
additional, ad hoc, methodsfor the determination of the phase angles.
Oneis basedon a "compactness
in physical space" condition and the other
based on "continuity of eigenfunctions in wavenumber."The reader is
referred to Moin& Moser(1989)for details. Theresults of this workare
what they call "characteristic structures" whichdominatethe production
of importantstatistics.
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More recently Sirovich et al (1990a) and Ball et al (1991) have
computedempirical eigenfunctions from a similar direct numerical simulation of channel flow. They took a lower Reynolds number than Moin &
Moser and, rather than assuming "compactness" and "continuity" as
mentioned above to determine characteristic numbers, they extracted the
temporal behavior of the coefficients ak(t) of the empirical eigenfunction
directly. These time series showstrong intermittency, as one wouldexpect
from the experimental observations of the bursting process (Kline et al
1967, Robinson1991). In fact Sirovich et al (1990a) investigate the presence
of specific structures (oblique plane waves) and their influence as triggers
for the bursting events.
In the numerical channel-flow studies mentioned above, when the full
channel width is taken as the domain~2 for computationof the eigenvalues,
a relatively large numberof eigenfunctions (counting Fourier modes) are
required to capture, say, 90%of the kinetic energy on average: Ball et al
give a figure of about 500 modes in reasonable agreement with Keefe et
al’s (1987) Liapunovdimension calculations. (Moin & Moser also consider
wall region eigenfunctions.) In this respect we stress that in Herzog’sstudy
fl is restricted to the wall layer (0 < y ÷ < 40 wall units), and in this region
convergence is considerably faster. However,in all cases, the empirical
eigenfunctions representation converges significantly faster than FourierChebyshevrepresentations of flow in the same regions.
3.2

Free Shear Flows
One of the first free shear flows to be analyzed was the jet (or annular
mixing layer) investigated experimentally by Glauser et al (1987)
Glauser &George (1987a,b). In this work the jet is assumedto be approximately homogeneousin the streamwise direction (the growth of the layer
was not accounted for). The main results were: (a) demonstration of
effectiveness of the PODin capturing kinetic energy; (b) determination
the shape of the PODeigenfunctions (the majority of the energy being in
azimuthal invariant modes); (c) the proposal of a dynamical mechanism
for turbulence production based on the eigenfunctions, and emphasis of
the role of nonazimuthal invariant structures in turbulence production,
structures which exhibit azimuthal number selection through the POD
spectrum.
Sirovich and various coworkers also investigated the jet and mixing
layer using numerical simulation and experimental data (Sirovich et al
1990b; Kirby et al 1990a,b). In Sirovich et al (1990b), a conditional form
of the PODwas applied to the mixing-layer part of the jet, based on a
correlation criterion. As a result, the approximate homogeneity in the
streamwise direction was broken, resulting in a 2-D eigenfunction problem.
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The results of the PODeigenfunctions gave nice descriptions of the lobes
responsible for mixing. In Kirby et al (1990b) the PODis applied to
simulated supersonic shear layer. This is again a 2-D problem. The emphasis of this study is on data compression. The time-averaging procedure
eliminates interesting large time-scale dynamics. Kirby et al (1990a)
similar in spirit and results to Sirovich et al (1990b), except that Large Eddy
Simulation data is used as a basis for the conditional sampling rather than
experimental data.
A conditional PODwas applied by Glezer et al (1989) to a forced mixing
layer. They term their procedure an "extended POD."
3.3 Convection
The PODwas applied to numerical simulation of Rayleigh-Brnard convection problems by Sirovich & Park (1990), Park & Sirovich (1990),
Sirovich & Deane(1991) (cfDeane & Sirovich 1991). In the former studies,
extensive use is made of discrete symmetries of the flow domain(a rectangular box) to simplify the computations by selecting parities (even
odd) for various eigenfunction components.This is especially useful in this
problem, since the domain is bounded and there are no homogeneous
directions to assist in data reduction. The symmetries are also used to
increase the data base over which averages are taken, as discussed in
Section 2.4.
The main thrust of the more recent work is to determine scaling properties of PODeigenfunctions as a function of Rayleigh number. Some
scaling properties are found. As Sirovich &Deane(1991) point out, if such
scaling does hold for asymptotically large Rayleigh numbers, it will be a
considerable contribution. Using a definition of dimKLas the number of
modesrequired to capture 90%of the energy (cf Section 2.5) an empirical
relation between the Lyapunovdimension dime and dimKLis traced out.
3.4

Mathematical

Models

The PODhas been applied to the analysis of the results of several mathematical models--mostly 1-D dissipative partial differential equations.
These problems are inherently simpler than real world problems and
therefore provide attractive tests for the method.
Chamberset al (1988) applied the PODto simulation of Burger’s equation with random forcing and showed that the resulting eigenfunctions
exhibit "viscous" boundary layers near the "walls" and have an outer
region essentially independent of Reynolds number. Sirovich and coworkers applied the PODto the Ginzburg-Landau equation (Rodriguez
& Sirovich 1990, Sirovich 1989) and studied the bifurcation diagram for
Galerkin projections and the dependence of the eigenfunctions on an
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external control parameter such as Reynolds number. They also find that
the eigenfunction dependence on parameters is relatively weak. Kirby &
Armbruster (1991) applied a conditional PODand a "moving" POD
the study of bifurcation problems in the Kuramoto-Sivashinskyequation.
This approach allows the identification of traveling structures. Aubryet
al (1991) have also studied the problemvia a consideration of the relation
of the PODto symmetrygroups. Without such a procedure the statistics
will be homogeneousand the eigenfunctions will be Fourier modes, as
described in Section 2.4 above. The procedure applied in parts of Kirby
& Armbruster (1991) is similar to the pattern-recognition techniques
described in Section 5.3. Berkooz[1991a] suggested a rigorous procedure
that allows the extraction of movingstructures without the need to change
to a movingreference frame. This is done through the use of third-order
statistics.
Berkooz (1991a) also provides a procedure that determines
whether the signal can be viewed as a small perturbation of a moving
structure.
A 2-D model involving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with
spatially periodic forcing (the Kolmogorovflow) was also studied
Sirovich’s group (Platt et al 1991). While they did not use the POD,
their Poincar6 sections and phase-space reconstructions show evidence
of intermittent events somewhatsimilar to the boundary-layer bursts.
Nicolaenko & She (1990) have made similar observations.
4.

’POD

IN

DYNAMICAL

MODELING

From our (biased) viewpoint we feel that dynamical modeling is perhaps
the most innovative recent use of the PODand of the most interest in the
context of the dynamics of coherent structures. Wemake a distinction
between two types of applications: a direct or exact simulation, and a
model-basedsimulation. In the former, one performs a Galerkin projection
and the unresolved modesare neglected with the assumption that they are
irrelevant to the dynamics; thus one typically must retain manymodes
[e.g. O(105) even for low Reynolds number turbulence]. In the latter,
however, one accounts for the unresolved modes by some model and so
the dimension can be muchreduced. The latter are exactly the type of lowdimensional models we hope will shed light on the dynamics of coherent
structures in turbulent flows.
4.1

Direct

Simulations

Using the POD

The motivation behind such studies is the utilization of the fast energy
convergence provided by the PODto get well resolved simulations with a
lower number of modesthan a simulation using Fourier or other types of
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standard decompositions. The questions that are normally studied include:
(a) What is the minimal number of modes that reproduces acceptable
dynamics? and (b) Howdo bifurcation sequences differ between a POD
simulation and a regular one? Questions relating to dimension are also of
interest. Observe that, although the idea of an exact simulation with a
smaller (compared to standard) number of modes may seem appealing,
the effect of the smaller number may be lost if one is interested in a
direct numerical simulation of turbulence since the PODeigenfunctions, in
general, are not suited for FFT-type algorithms which offer tremendous
savings in computation time.
As we noted in Section 3.4, Sirovich and coworkers (Sirovich 1987,
Rodriguez & Sirovich 1990) have used the Ginzburg-Landauequation as
mathematical model. They study the eigenfunctions, Lyapunovexponents,
and bifurcations for the simulated systems and showthat, for this model
at least, the eigenfunctions change rather slowly with external parameters.
This implies that an empirical basis computedfor a particular Reynolds
number will continue to be advantageous in simulations over a range of
Reynolds numbers (see also Chamberet al 1988).
Kirby & Armbruster (1991) performed simulations of the KuramotoSivashinsky equation. They commented on the need for increased dissipativity in the systemto maintain its stability. This fact is well knownin
various computational disciplines (Anderson et al 1984) and has recently
been studied from a mathematical point of view by Foias et al (1991).
4.2 Models Based on the POD
The best studied low-dimensional model is that developed by Aubry et al
(1988) for the wall region of a turbulent boundarylayer. In this modelthe
neglected modes are modeled through a Smagorinsky-type sub-grid-scale
model. In addition there is a modelthat accounts for the evolution of the
local meanvelocity profile. An introductory review, with somebackground
material on dynamical-systems theory and coherent structures is given in
Holmes(1990). Following the original study, which included five (complex)
spanwise Fourier modes, a single (k~ = 0) streamwise mode, and a single
family of eigenfunctions in the wall normal direction, several developments
have taken place. Stone (1989) showed that smaller truncations, with
and 4 spanwise modes--andcertain larger ones, with additional nontrivial
streamwise modes--continuedto exhibit the heteroclinic cycles and bursting behavior characteristic of the unilateral model, which Aubryet al had
shown was remarkably similar to the burst-sweep cycle familiar from
experimental studies. Recently the more detailed studies ofAubry&Sanghi
(1989, 1990) (cf Sanghi &Aubry 1991), which include nontrivial streamwise modes, have added weight to these findings. It is worth noting that
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Armbrusteret al’s (1988) proof of structural stability of such heteroclinic
cycles in O(2)-symmetric systems provides a mathematical foundation and
does much to explain their robustness and persistence over a range of
parameters and with different truncations (cf Armbruster et al 1989,
Holmes 1991).
Aubry et al (1990) scaled Herzog’s (1986) eigenfunctions in an attempt
to study the effect of boundary-layer modification (by polymer addition
or riblets, for example) and found a general shift of parameter values but
no new dynamical mechanismor structures, in general agreement with the
experimental evidence. Berkooz et al (1991b) in a study prompted
commentsof Moffatt (1990), showed that if the cross stream and streamwise velocity components are uncoupled and a dynamical model formulated in which they are allowed to evolve independently, then turbulence
having no streamwise variation will decay, as expected. The important
point is that the decay is not featureless but ghosts of heteroclinic cycles
and the resulting bursting behavior are present. In this study, and in
Holmeset al (1991), it is pointed out that the coupled vector-valued
empirical eigenfunctions that result from direct application of the POD
effectively contain streamwise averages of nontrivial structures in the
k~--0 streamwise components, and so permit sustained extraction of
energy from the mean flow, and hence sustained turbulence. From this
viewpoint, use of the PODis similar to a closure assumption.
In another development, Stone & Holmes (1990, 1991) showed that
small random and (in some cases) deterministic perturbations, characteristic of coupling to the outer region of the flow, produce distributions
of bursting events having exponential tails similar in nature to those
observed experimentally (cf Bogard & Tiederman 1986, Sreenivasan et al
1983, Holmes& Stone 1991). The thesis of Berkooz (1991b) contained
numberof other results related to the original study of Aubryet al (1988).
The most relevant in this context is that the low-dimensional models
reproduce the energy budget of the full system within acceptable bounds.
See also Berkoozet al (1992).
A dynamical model for the jet-annular mixing layer was constructed
along the lines of the model for the wall layer by Glauser, George, and
coworkers (Glauser, et al 1989, 1990; Zheng & Glauser 1990). In Glauser
et al (1989) and Zheng & Glauser (1990) dynamical systems describing
interaction of the PODeigenfunctions are constructed and simulated.
The result is a nonrecurring system (unlike the wall-layer system) which
corresponds to the physical structures in the jet. Glauser and coworkers
see it as a cascade mechanism.
Sirovich et al (1990c) proposed an ad-hoc approximate inertial manifold
type of approach (Foias et al 1989, Titi 1990, Constantin et al 1989). The
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idea is as follows: suppose that {~bi}~=~ are the PODeigenfunctions and
wc want to resolve only the subset {~i}~=1. Denoteby P the projection on
span {~bi}~ ~ and let Q = I-P. Supposethe original equation is fi -- F(u)
with u -- p + q. Wecan write
[~ = PF(p + q),
~ = QF(p+q).

(4.1)
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The approximate inertial

manifold type model is

1) = PF[p+ O(p)],

(4.2)

where the function q = qb(p) is obtained by solution
0 = QF(p + q).

(4.3)

The rationale is that unresolved, lower energy modeshave a faster time
scale (van Kampen1985) and their variations are not felt by the p’s.
Sirovich et al (1990c) apply this to a weakly chaotic system with a truncation which is not as severe as the boundarylayer or jet models. In general
the algebraic Equation (4.3) is not solved exactly since it mayhave multiple
solutions and an approximation, or truncation, is used. The results of
application of this approach to the Ginzburg-Landauequation are given
in Sirovich et al (1990c); also see Sirovich (1990).
Finally, we mention the application of the PODto 2-D flows in complex
geometries by Deane et al (1991). They considered flows behind a circular
cylinder and in a channel with spanwise, rectangular grooves and used a
numerically simulated database to produce empirical eigenfunctions which
were in turn used to construct low-dimensional ODEmodels by Galerkin
projection. They found that 4-8 modemodels could capture the initial
(Hopf) bifurcation and loss of stability of the laminar flow rather well,
and that, in the case of the grooved channel, the model performed satisfactorily over a range of Reynolds numbers. The cylinder-wake model
was more limited in this respect, and studies of fully developed turbulent
flows were not carried out for either problem.
5.

RELATION

TO OTHER

TECHNIQUES

In this section we comment on the connection between the PODand
certain other analysis techniques. Westart by describing the connection
between the PODand linear stochastic estimation, as applied by Adrian
and coworkers in Adrian (1979), Adrian & Moin (1988), Adrian et
(1987), and Moinet al (1987). This will lead to relations betweenthe
and conditional sampling techniques such as described in Blackwelder &
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Kaplan (1976), Bogard & Tiederman (1986), Johansson & Alfredsson
(1982), Antonia (1981), and references therein. A connection to patternanalysis techniques such as Stretch et al (1990), Townsend(1979),
Ferre &Girlat (1989) will also be discussed. Recently Aubryet al (1991a)
introduced a "new" tool called the bi-orthogonal decomposition.
However,a careful examination of their work reveals that their suggestion
is in fact a specific case of the rather general PODformulated in Section
2.1. Weremark that the formulation of the PODand the results above
apply to space, time, or space-time analysis, all depending on the choice
of the averaging operator (or equivalently, the measure) as long as the
assumptions of Section 2.1 are satisfied. A specific choice of averaging
(i.e. a measure concentrated on a finite number of points, as would be
encountered in a computer simulation) will produce the decomposition of
Aubryet al (1991a).
5.1.

Linear Stochastic

Estimation

Suppose one wanted to find the conditional probability density function
(CPDF)of [u(x)lu(x’)], where u(x’) may be a multipoint event. For the
sake of simplicity of the exposition, we limit ourselves to single-point scalar
events. There are manygood reasons to seek this CPDF,either for closure
models (Pope 1985) or for the sake of producing coherent structures.
Suppose, moreover,that one seeks an estimate linear in u(x’), i.e. instead
of the full CPDFwe want some representative value which would be our
best estimate in a sense which we will define below. This is called a linear
stochastic estimate. Weoutline the methodof linear stochastic estimation
since it is simple and enlightening. Weare seeking A(x,x’) such that
A(x,x’)u(x’) will be the estimate for u(x), and we want to find A(x,x’)
such that
min
(lu(x)-- V(x, x’)u(x’)l
V(x,x’)

(5.1)

is achieved by A(x, x’). Weuse the calculus of variations [as in the derivation of (2.2) from (2.1), cf Berkooz1991b]. A necessary condition
be that, for any V(x, x’), we have
d

~( I u(x)- [a(x, x’) +6 V(x,x’)].u(x’)l2)la=0

(5.2)

The expression inside the averaging brackets is equal to
{u(x)--[A (x, x’) V(x,x’)]"u(x)}
{u*(x)- [A*(x, x’) V*(x, x’)] " u*(x’)}.

(5.3)
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After taking the average of (5.2), differentiating w.r.t. 6 and evaluating
6 --- 0, and equating to zcro we get
2Real [ V*(x, x’):(u(x)u*(x’))] =
2Real {V*(x,x’):([A(x,x’)u(x’)]u*(x’))},

(5.4)

where : denotes the usual tensor contraction. Therefore we require
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( u(x)u*(x’)
) =,~ (x,x’)" ( u(x’)u*(x’)

(5.5)

and this implies
A(x, x’) = (u(x)u*(x’))" (u(x’)u*(x’)) - t

(5.6)

It is natural to ask whether(u(x’)u*(x’)) is invertible at every point x’ (in
the vector case). Onecan convince oneself that this should typically be the
case for a turbulent system. Since here we treat u as a scalar, the inverse
of (u(x’)u*(x’)) is just a division.
In (5,6) the average two-point correlation tensor R(x, x’) of Section 2.1
appears with some normalization. Results of Adrian (1979) show that the
corrections to the CPDFdue to higher order nonlinear terms in u(x’) are
small (recall this is the best linear estimate), at least for homogeneous
turbulence. Using our previous results (2.9-2.11) we can write
Z~=l

~i~) i( X) ~) i~ ~)

A(x,x’)= ~:i~ lLl~i(x’)l’- ~=~ 4)i(x)f(x’),

(5.7)

X 2~(oi*(x~)/Z~=~2j[q~j(x’)[ 2. Wemay interpret
where f( /)=
f(x’) as the
relative contribution of ~b~to u(x’) on the average. Weconclude that linear
stochastic estimation is equivalent to assumingthat the estimated value of
the PODcoefficient of the i-th mode,given the velocity at x’, is the average
contribution of the i-th modeto the velocity of x’ times the given velocity.
The amazingpoint is that we get exactly the same result from the simplified PDFmodel based on the PODintroduced at the end of Section 2.6.
There we assumed a~ ~ N(0, L) and that the coefficients
aj were
independent. Let us compute the estimator (u(x)lu(x’)).
Since we have
an expression for the PDFwe can compute this explicitly. Recall from
probability theory that if xi ~ N(O,~) for i = 1 ..... mthen

(x~ I xj = c) = ~-~--~_~.

(5.8)

[See the formula for the conditional expectation of joint normal variables
in Feller (1957).] Using (5.8), we
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{ai~i(x’) ~, a.i qSj(x’) = u(x’)} -- 2i](ai(x’)] 2u( x’)

2

(5.9)

which gives
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{u(x)tu(x’

This is exactly the same result obtained Dora linear stochastic estimation
(Equation 5.7).
Weconclude that the simple PDFmodel suggested at the end of Section
2.6 results in the best linear estimator of the conditional PDFof velocity,
and that linear stochastic estimation maybe viewed as a result of the
simple PDFmodel. This reveals the fundamental connection between the
PODand linear stochastic estimation. Aside from this we can make the
following technical observations based on our previous results:
1. All fields generated by linear stochastic estimation (LSE) possess any
closed linear property that all ensemblemembersshare.
2. Suitable averages of LSEevents will produce the PODeigenfunctions.
3. All LSEevents are linear combinations of PODeigenfunctions.
Finally we remark that one can apply the geometric result from the POD
of Section 2.5 to obtain bounds on the probability of rare LSEevents.
5.2

Conditional
Samplin
9
In this section we indicate a possible connection between the PODand
conditional sampling. This exposition is of a speculative nature which we
hope might encourage further work in the area. The general conditionalsampling scheme adopted from Antonia (1981) is given in Figure 4. This
scheme may be formulated as
R(x, Ax, ~) = ~ i~l1

c(x,

ti) f (x, Ax, ti,

+ Zj)

(5.11)

wherec(x, t~) is the conditioning function at a point x in space at time t~
which is 1 if a condition is met and 0 otherwise. Oncea condition is met,
a measurement at a possibly different location (given by x+Ax) and
possibly later in time (t~ + z~) is added to the averaged ensemble. Conditional averaging has been used in the study of turbulent-nonturbulent
interfaces, shear layers perturbed by interaction with another turbulent
field, and quasi-periodic or periodic flows (such as those behind a turbine),
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c(e.g.

SAMPLING
f
SIGNAL
Figure 4

SAMPLING ~-~

STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

STATISTICAL ENSEMBLE
ANALYSIS
AVERAGES

The general scheme of conditional sampling (from Antonia 1981).

and for the study of coherent structures. Our primary interest is in the
study of coherent structures. Conditional sampling applied to coherent
structures is largely an art: The experimentalist has freedom in defining
tile threshold and detection criteria and the quantity to be measured. The
subjectivity of this proceduremaylead to detection of fictitious structures
in featureless random fields (Blackwelder & Kaplan 1976) or may yield
the wrong structures (Lumley1981). This subjectivity precludes the possibility of a rigorous analytic connection, since the PODdoes not offer this
kind of freedom. However, one can study the compatibility between the
simple PDF model based on the PODand the results of a conditionalsampling study. This is done through the results on linear stochastic
estimation presented in Section 5.1 above. Twocommentsare in order.
First, in order to treat conditional samplingin its full generality, one would
have to perform a space-time POD--otherwise the comparison will be
limited to conditional sampling with no time delays. Second, the two very
strong assumptions made in the process of establishing the correspondence
through LSE, namely the independent normal distributions for PODrandomcoefficients and the adequacy of stochastic linear estimations, will
prevent us from obtaining decisive conclusions in case of a mismatch.
On the other hand, showing such a compatibility would be a welcome
contribution to the relation between average quantities such as the POD
eigenfunctions and average dynamics of coherent structures. References
on conditional sampling are Blackwelder & Kaplan (1976), Bogard
Tiederman (1986), Johnansson & Alfredsson (1982), in addition to
survey paper by Antonia (1981) already referred to, and references therein.
Note that the natural combination of the PODand conditional sampling
into a conditional PODbased on the condition functions currently used
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might be very illuminating. These conditions also have an interpretation
as conditions in phase space and thus are related to the conditional POD
mentioned in Section 2.6. Such a combination would give a detailed kinematical description of important processes. If a time-delayed conditional
PODwere applied, the results might be compared to results of lowdimensional models such as those reviewed in Section 4, thus yielding
insight on the dynamics and a comparison for low-dimensional experimental data.
5.3

Pattern-Recognition

Techniques

In this section we indicate a second possible connection between the POD
and pattern-recognition techniques. As above, this section is of a speculative nature. With the advent of digital image processing, pattern recognition has becomea vast field (Rosenfeld &Kak 1982). Welimit ourselves to the relatively basic proceduresused in fluid problemsby Stretch et
al (1990), Townsend(I 979), and Ferre &Girlat (1989). Coherent structures
were originally identified in flow visualization. Thequest for a quantitative
procedure for extracting coherent structures and their dynamicsis still a
subject of research. Pattern-recognition techniques are designed to mimic
the humancapability of detecting patterns in a noisy mediumand thus the
hope for their successful application to the task of identifying structures
in a flow. Weremark that Sirovich & Kirby (1987) (cf Kirby & Sirovich
1990) have applied the PODprocedure directly to reconstruction of images
(of humanfaces); but the feature-extraction methodto be discussed below
is somewhatdifferent in spirit.
The basic procedure is as follows: One wants to identify a recurrent
pattern in a noisy medium.First one picks a template size and fills it with
what is conjectured to look like the coherent structures. The template is
then movedaround in the data set and after each movementa correlation
is computed. Every time the correlation attains a local maximumthe
corresponding pattern is added to the ensemble, which is averaged to
produce a modified reference template. This process is repeated until the
template undergoes insignificant further change. The final template is the
coherent structure. Once the coherent structure is deduced, one attempts
to find regions in space well correlated with this structure and to study
their contribution to various statistics.
This again, is a subjective procedure, although Stretch et al (1990)
suggest it is a robust one, with the final template being practically independent of the initial condition. Our mathematical understanding of the
PODmay contribute to a better understanding of the results of patternrecognition applications. Observe the similarity in mission between the
pattern-recognition technique and the shot-noise expansion, Both attempt
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to decomposethe flow into building blocks (although in pattern recognition we concentrate on regions of the flow with higher correlation
with the template). This suggests caution in the interpretation of the
resultant template, since, as we saw, any template with a suitable power
spectrum might decomposethe flow, with an appropriate sprinkling function. This fear is accentuated by the fact that Stretch et al (1990) show
median correlation of only about 0.3. Based on the shot-noise decomposition one can propose a test for the objectivity of this methodto
see how well the basic building block is reproduced. Lumley’s example
(Lumley1981) is a good starting point for such a quest.

6.

DISCUSSION

In this paper we have described the proper orthogonal decomposition
technique and illustrated its use in the analysis and modelingof turbulent
flows. The PODis already a well-established tool for (statistical)
data
analysis and in data compression. Wehave argued that it can also be used
to address two further types of questions, typified by the following: 1.
Given a complex spatio-temporal signal, what can one determine, via the
POD, regarding the system from which it originates? 2. Given a PODGalerkin projection of a PDEsuch as the Navier-Stokes equation and the
resulting finite-dimensional dynamical system, what can one learn about
the behavior of the original PDE?Wehope that this paper has convinced
the reader that recent progress in these areas promises as muchor more
than the PODhas already delivered in its moreconventional roles in signal
analysis and data compression.
Given a PODanalysis of a black box we can say several things. First of
all we can determine whether the system exhibits equipartition of energy
between different modes. This is immediately apparent from looking at
the PODspectrum. If it is a decaying spectrum the system is not equipartitioned and the notion of"more energetic" and "less energetic" modes
is meaningful. Wecan then use finer results (Proposition 2.7 and 2.8)
examine whether the dynamics could have been generated by a compact
attractor in phase space. Lookingfor symmetries(or invariance properties)
and using Proposition 2.6 one can, potentially, detect symmetries in the
system which might not be apparent otherwise. If the PODeigenfunctions
of a given system all share somelinear property, using Corollary 2.2 one
can deduce that the system as a whole has that property. For example, if
measuring in a turbulent flow, say in air, where it is not obvious whether
incompressibility is satisfied, a PODanalysis will tell us whether the turbulence is divergencefree and, if not, to what extent it is not so.
Given a PODanalysis which suggests more energetic and less energetic
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modes and the equations of motion one can study the question of the
interaction of energetic modesor coherent structures. This is done along
the lines of the dynamicalstudies of the modelsdescribed in Section 4.2.
Note that a successful study is liable to require some physical understanding of the system, although there are some promising mathematical
approaches too.
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